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Just when Tang Chengyun was about to lose his last chance of life, Lin Mo let go of his neck. 

Now he was just teaching him a lesson first, killing him would only deepen the misunderstanding with 

the Tang family. 

Tang Chengyun was usually used to being arrogant, this was the first time he had nearly been killed by 

someone else, at this moment he was sitting helplessly on the ground, no longer having the guts to look 

at Lin Mo. 

“Take me to see your father.” 

“Brother Molin please follow me.” 

Following Tang Chengyun, Lin Mo arrived in front of Tang Yuanzheng’s icy coffin. 

The Tang steward guarding the ice coffin saw Lin Mo and immediately shouted in anger, “You murderer 

has finally appeared! I’ll kill you today in front of the remains of the Tang patriarch as a sacrifice!” 

After saying this, Butler Tang drew out his sword from his waist and was about to slash at Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo’s two fingers came out and easily restrained the blade that was about to swing down, preventing 

it from going down an inch. 

“Housekeeper Tang, I am here to clear up a misunderstanding today, if you have to be so impulsive, 

then Patriarch Tang is afraid that he will have to lie in an ice coffin for the rest of his life.” 

“Are you saying that you can save the patriarch? Impossible! The Patriarch has been violently dead for 

days and has no hope of surviving! You are only trying to stall for time.” 

“If I can save Patriarch Tang once, I can save him twice. Besides, don’t you want to know the real killer of 

the Patriarch?” 

“Who is the real killer if not you? The Patriarch Tang was killed at Mo’s Hot Springs Hotel, poison was 

put in the hot springs, and I wanted to find you to save the Patriarch Tang’s life, but you disappeared at 

that critical moment!” 

“So not being able to find me is evidence to accuse me of murder? What a fool!” 

“And what about the poison in the hot spring pool?” 

Butler Tang aggressively pressed Lin Mo, very sure of his judgment. 

“Find those people who accompanied the Tang clan leader on the hot spring run that day and you will 

know the truth.” 



“It can’t be them, that young brother who gave the patriarch Tang a ma*sage had likewise died of snake 

entanglement, if it was really him who poisoned him, why would he still have gone into the water 

himself?” 

“Their actions at the beginning had already aroused suspicion. According to the statement I took from 

our front desk reservation staff, several of them wanted to book the same spa suite as the Tang clan 

leader as soon as they arrived at the hotel. 

Even if one of them put together more than ten thousand dollars, they still wanted to book the room 

next to the Tang Patriarch’s room, in order to attract the Tang Patriarch’s attention so that they could 

take advantage of the opportunity to poison him.” 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, Tang’s housekeeper began to recall the situation on that day, and it was 

indeed as Lin Mo said, several people did not look like they could afford to spend money on the 18th 

floor. 

And it was indeed hard to understand six people sharing the same room. 

“Hot spring medicinal baths are generally not recommended to soak for more than half an hour, 

otherwise it will trigger leg cramps, but those few people dragged the Tang patriarch to chat for a full 

two hours, does this mean anything?” 

Tang Butler began to frantically recall the scenario. 

“When you say that, I do remember, after those few people gave the patriarch relief from the cramps, 

they immediately looked like they were in a hurry and wanted to go back. 

Although the patriarch still wanted to talk to them for a while, he kept being refused, which was a big 

change of attitude from before.” 

“That’s because they had just finished poisoning themselves, and if they didn’t leave, you would be 

suspicious.” 

“But that man was clearly poisoned and died too, how can this be explained?” 

Lin Mo then told Butler Tang what he had examined at the crime scene. 

I didn’t expect Butler Tang to be fully convinced: “That’s just your side of the story, there are too many 

doubts, you’re so well versed in pharmacology, it’s easy to fake the scene of the poison.” 

“Then let’s get the rest of the people here and confront them face to face.” 

With a gesture, Butler Tang ordered the soldiers in the manor to hunt down those few leaders of the 

dark forces in Block 3. 

And at this moment, those remaining few leaders of the forces were still waiting in one place to see Lin 

Mo’s good show. 

“I didn’t expect the plan to go so well this time, that old man Tang really cooperated with us.” 

“Although it’s true that we sacrificed one of our brothers, it wasn’t in vain if we were able to get rid of 

Molin.” 



“Now that Clan Chief Tang is dead, he will inevitably fight Molin to the death, we can just sit back and 

wait to collect our profits.” 
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Several people were still immersed in their fantasy situation and could not stop themselves. 

Bang, bang, bang! 

A rough knock on the door was accompanied by a jumble of footsteps approaching their gathering 

point. 

One of the men looked out through the window and then immediately retracted his head. 

“Brothers! It’s full of soldiers from Tang’s estate outside, and it looks like they’ve come for trouble!” 

“Did they find out about our ploy? It can’t be!” 

“What are you afraid of? Now that the real murderer is dead, there’s no proof of death, we can just bite 

the bullet and say it’s Molin. 

Even if they find out, there’s no need to be afraid, the Tang family is different now, it’s just a paper tiger 

now, we can still fight them even if we unite several forces!” 

At that moment, the door was shot through the lock by a soldier outside, and several Tang family 

soldiers rushed inside and took all five of them back to the Tang family manor without saying a word. 

“Whose orders were you all under to have to put the Tang clan leader to death? Although the Tang 

family is first cla*s in Block 3, as long as you small forces don’t take the initiative to provoke them, the 

Tang Clan Chief doesn’t bother to find you.” 

“Steward Tang, you were present at the time, you know best whether we poisoned or not, not to 

mention we lost a brother over it, and none of us have said anything yet either.” 

Several people immediately put on an appearance of brotherly love. 

“That’s because you guys never thought that person would die from the beginning to the end.” 

Lin Mo’s words caused the five men to collectively show a hint of panic. 

“Boss Mo, don’t talk nonsense, when you can’t exonerate yourself, you’ll just throw it at us brothers.” 

“Then do you dare to let me see your hands?” 

“What’s the point of looking at hands?” 

“Anyone who has been exposed to the agent will have black palms.” 

“Feel free to look, we haven’t been exposed, only our dead brother has.” 

Several of them immediately held their hands out for Lin Mo to examine, eager to demonstrate their 

innocence. 



“And did the dead one’s palms glow black?” 

Of course a few of them didn’t know anything about blackness, so they didn’t know how to look at his 

palms, so they hurriedly replied in response to Lin Mo’s question, “Of course they were black! He stayed 

in the same hot spring pool as the Tang patriarch!” 

“Thanks to the fact that our patriarch thought so highly of you during your lifetime, and even thought of 

including you in the Tang family’s manor garden, I never thought you would be tired of living and 

a*sa*sinating the patriarch!” 

All of Tang’s stewards at the side now understood. 

“Housekeeper, why are you suddenly saying that we did this?” 

Before a few people could even react to what was going on, they were sat on the charge. 

“Because the patriarch’s palms don’t even glow black! Before arresting you, Boss Mo and I had already 

discussed a way to test your lies, and the blackening of the palm was just something I made up off the 

top of my head.” 

Housekeeper Tang had a shocked face. 

A few people were caught red-handed in the conspiracy and immediately fished out their pistols from 

their bodies to kill them, but they were trapped by a group of Tang family guards and their pistols were 

knocked to the ground by the Tang housekeeper. 

The furious Tang housekeeper immediately raised his pistol and wanted to end the lives of several of 

them, but was stopped by Lin Mo. 

“Wait, a few of them are also being used as pawns, before we kill them, we have to uncover the person 

behind the scenes who provided them with the snake wraith poison.” 

Butler Tang lowered his pistol. 

“If any of you first reveal the person behind the scenes who provided you with the snake wraith poison 

and antidote, I can keep whoever lives.” 

At these words from Butler Tang, those few people scrambled to be the first to try to tell the truth. 

When Butler Tang allowed one of the first to speak up to tell the truth and promised to keep him alive, 

despair immediately covered the faces of the other four men. 

“Steward Tang, it was Dr Hui Chun who did this! He had a knot with Boss Mo before, and after being 

punished by him that time, he found us and gave us the severe poison of the snake wrapped around his 

waist and the antidote to prevent the poisoning. 

Wanting to kill Patriarch Tang by our hands and then frame Boss Mo for the crime, the aim was to 

provoke a head-on conflict between your two major powers.” 
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“So it was this black-hearted quack!” 

“If it wasn’t a quack doctor, then I wouldn’t have had the chance to find such an obvious clue.” 

Lin Mo and the butler couldn’t help but joke about it. 

The man confessed the truth and went on to ask, “My dead brother clearly used the antidote in 

advance, why did he still get poisoned by the snake wraith?” 

Lin Mo said to him, “Doctor Hui Chun only gave you the antidote to prevent poisoning, but did not tell 

you that you must not exercise vigorously or sweat when exposed to the snake entangling waist, 

otherwise it would accelerate the spread of the poison and the antidote would fail.” 

That man gritted his teeth, “How dare you play with us, Steward Tang I will go and kill that old man 

myself now, and that will be atonement for Clan Chief Tang.” 

“Bang!” 

The man who had just invoked the Spring Return Physician was shot in the head by the butler, blood 

dripping down his head onto the ground before he fell to the ground with a bang. 

Butler Tang looked at the corpse on the ground with open eyes and an incredulous look, and said slowly, 

“This won’t be a bother for you.” 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

Four more shots rang out, and the remaining five men were killed. 

How sincere was Butler Tang when he promised to keep him alive before, and how cold-blooded was 

the Butler Tang who killed five people in a row now! 

“Go and bring back that Hui Chun physician!” 

Immediately, another team of soldiers went out on a mission, now that the Tang clan chief was gone, 

who would dare disobey the words of the Tang steward? 

“Let’s go, go and see the Tang Clan Chief.” 

Lin Mo arrived in front of the ice coffin and looked at the puss-covered Patriarch Tang, searching for the 

possibility of him still being alive. 

“The patriarch has been dead for many days, and during the time you were away, I also found many 

physicians to look at him, all of them said that there was absolutely no chance of survival, and if he 

hadn’t been put into this ice coffin, he might have even decayed.” 

The butler had a sombre look on his face. 

“Open the coffin!” 

“Boss Mo, the dead are the greatest, don’t disturb the patriarch’s final resting place, I will bury the 

patriarch immediately after I have personally knotted up the rejuvenation practitioner.” 



Lin Mo felt a little strange at this point, normally if someone could heal Tang Yuanzheng, shouldn’t he be 

immediately cooperative? 

How come now Lin Mo asked Steward Tang to open the coffin, but he kept talking about how Tang 

Yuanzheng was dead through and through. 

Could it be that Housekeeper Tang didn’t actually want Tang Yuanzheng to come back to life? 

At this very moment, Tang Chengyun walked over, pointed his finger at the nose of Steward Tang and 

began to curse, “Steward Tang, are you deaf? Mr. Mo Lin told you to open the coffin, he wants to save 

his father, are you unable to understand?” 

Tang Chengyun had been very afraid of Lin Mo ever since he had escaped death under him, and just 

now, having personally witnessed Lin Mo reveal the true culprit, he felt even more admired. 

Now that Lin Mo said that his father might still have a hope of survival, Tang Chengyun was naturally 

happy in his heart, after all, without his father, he might really lose the Tang family’s estate in no time. 

He had just seen that the Tang housekeeper had been in a daze before Tang Chengyun stepped forward 

and opened his mouth. 

“Yes, yes, young Tang, I’ll open it now.” 

Tang Butler immediately called for a few people to work in unison to move the lid of the thick ice coffin 

down bit by bit. 

Housekeeper Tang had always disregarded Tang Chengyun, considering him to be a waste of time, and 

had previously treated him respectfully because the patriarch was present, but now that the patriarch 

was dead, Housekeeper Tang did not want to endure Tang Chengyun’s insults anymore. 

But now that Lin Mo was here, he more or less had to put on an act. 

As the coffin lid was opened bit by bit, a rotten smell was emitted, causing those present to want to 

vomit but not dare to show it, so they could only cover their mouths and noses to conceal it. 

“Boss Mo, if you smell this smell, it is clear that the internal organs have already started to rot, so it is 

better to close the lid.” 

Butler Tang looked like he wanted to vomit. 

“What are you wasting your words? Mr. Molin hasn’t even spoken yet.” 

In his heart, Butler Tang cursed Tang Chengyun, but his mouth stopped uttering. 

“The putrid smell is the smell from the rotten flesh on the skin, it is not the internal organs rotting, 

whether there is life or not, I will know once I use silver needles already.” 
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Lin Mo took out a silver needle and stabbed it directly into Tang Yuanzheng’s Renzhong acupoint. 



With the violent stimulation of the acupuncture point, the meridians of Tang Yuanzheng’s body were 

awakened, and Lin Mo deepened the strength on the silver needle again, twisting it repeatedly. 

Immediately afterwards, he observed that Tang Yuanzheng’s chest slowly began to rise and fall, but his 

breath was very weak, as if he was going to break again in the next second. 

Lin Mo took out a white cloth and covered Tang Yuanzheng’s wrist, then placed his hand on it and began 

to take his pulse. 

“Mr. Molin, is my father still saved?” 

“The poison from the snake wrapped around his waist has spread throughout his body for many days, 

the Tang patriarch’s internal organs have swollen up and his airways are severely obstructed, if it wasn’t 

for the cold temperature of the ice coffin that curbed the poison from continuing to spread, your father 

might really be hopeless. 

The present moment was to find a way to refine the toxicity of this snake wrapped around his waist so 

that an antidote could be formulated.” 

“If Mr. Molin can save my father’s life again, when my father wakes up, I will let him share half of the 

Tang family’s estate with you!” 

Tang Chengyun changed his usual style of being an unfilial son and actually made such an 

unprecedented sacrifice for his father today, which made the Tang steward and the other soldiers 

present look astonished. 

“Young Tang, the Hui Chun physician has been brought in.” 

He only saw that Hui Chun physician was like a madman at this moment, his hair dishevelled and his 

clothes unkempt. 

Seeing that Lin Mo was also here, he immediately wanted to flee, the last incident with the medicinal 

herbs in the tavern Lin Mo had struck him quite badly. 

“Physician Hui Chun, it’s been a long time, your medical skills have really improved by leaps and bounds! 

Even the snake wraith’s poison can be formulated now.” 

Lin Mo really regretted why he hadn’t sorted him out at that time, only to start acting like a demon 

again now, adding so much trouble to his hotel and having to deal with it himself. 

“Boss Mo, since you are so skilled in medicine, why do you still want me here? I’ll see what you can use 

to bring Tang Yuanzheng back to life!” 

“Physician Hui Chun, don’t bother, I invited you here this time so that you can see how I can cure the 

poison of the snake wrapped around my waist.” 

Unexpectedly, the Hui Chun physician was not impressed by Lin Mo’s words. 

“This poison is my unique development, only I can cure Tang Yuanzheng’s poison in this world, even if 

you, Mo Lin, are highly skilled in medicine, you will still be powerless.” 



Hearing this, Tang Chengyun immediately stepped forward and scolded angrily, “You’d better hurry up 

and make the antidote, or I’ll make you die a miserable death.” 

“Young Tang had better not threaten the old man, if you anger me, I will cut my own lifeblood and make 

your father never wake up again!” 

“You ……” 

It was the first time Tang Chengyun had been threatened like this, and he was extremely upset, but in 

order to save his father, he had to drop the fist he was about to swing into Physician Hui Chun’s face. 

Physician Hui Chun, on the other hand, had a villainous look on his face. 

“Mr Molin, is what he said true?” 

After all, Tang Chengyun was not deeply involved in the world, and this old fox, Physician Hui Chun, had 

fooled him into doing nothing with just a few words, so he could only turn to Lin Mo for help. 

“Young Tang, do you believe in the words of the man who killed his father?” 

Lin Mo shook his head helplessly. 

“Then do you have a way to cure the poison for my father?” 

Lin Mo nodded his head and then walked towards the ice coffin. 

Lin Mo stretched out his palm and used his internal energy to sense the poisonous root of the snake 

wraith in Tang Yuanzheng’s body, and found that the Hui Chun practitioner had actually used his own 

blood as a cultivation carrier for the poisonous insect, fusing it with the ordinary snake wraith’s severe 

poison. 

In other words, if one wanted to get rid of the poisonous root, one would need to find a blood type that 

was the absolute opposite of the Hui Chun practitioner’s blood type and add it to the normally made 

antidote in order for it to be effective. 

“Put a bowl of Dr. Hui Chun’s blood.” 

After hearing this, Tang Chengyun pulled out a dagger and walked towards the Hui Chun practitioner 

without saying a word. 

Physician Hui Chun’s heart was shocked, did Lin Mo know the secret of cultivating poisonous insects 

with his blood? 

But then he calmed down again, “Only this Molin doesn’t know that the antidote has to be with a blood 

type that is the exact opposite of his own, not his own blood.” 

Thinking of this, Physician Hui Chun could not help but laugh wildly. 

“Molin, you are still too young after all!” 
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Lin Mo just laughed without saying anything as he looked at Dr. Hui Chun. 

“Ah!” 

Tang Chengyun unceremoniously cut a large gash on Physician Hui Chun’s arm, and blood flowed in a 

bowl with a clatter. 

“Everyone present, cut your fingers and drip the blood into the bowl, so that I can check them one by 

one.” 

After hearing these words, Dr. Hui Chun froze. 

“You actually know the way to break it! This can never be! It is absolutely impossible!” 

Physician Hui Chun was at this point biting and barking like a mad dog, and several soldiers immediately 

shut him down in the basement. 

“I’ll go first!” 

Tang Chengyun took the brunt of the attack and was the first to cut his finger and drip blood into the 

bowl, but unfortunately his blood instantly fused with that of the Hui Chun practitioner. 

“You are not the opposing blood type, you need to find out the opposing blood type before you can 

prepare the antidote.” 

Tang Chengyun sighed and asked all the other soldiers in the Tang family’s Chuang Yuan to come and 

test them one by one. 

He threatened that if anyone was of the opposite blood type to Dr. Hui Chun, he would reward himself 

with 100,000 maple leaf coins! 

So a long line of soldiers lined up at the Tang Family Estate, all hoping they could be that blood type! 

After two days and two nights of non-stop checking, Dr. Hui Chun’s blood was almost drained, but still 

no target blood type was found. 

Dr. Hui Chun looked at the soldiers who came to take his blood again and became even more smug. 

“Molin, my blood type is only one out of ten thousand, by the time you find that person, I’m sure Tang 

Yuanzheng will be dead already! Hahahahaha!” 

At this moment, Tang Chengyun was on pins and needles: “Brother Molin, what should we do? Father 

won’t last much longer, when will we find him?” 

“I sense that the person with that blood type is in the Tang family estate, have the people of the estate 

finished checking? Are there any missing people?” 

Lin Mo said confidently. 

“Right, there’s still one person from the Tang housekeeper who hasn’t been checked yet, I almost 

forgot!” 

“Housekeeper Tang.” Something seemed to have occurred to Lin Mo’s mind. 



“He’s really getting more and more reckless, he disappeared from the first two days of blood tests, it’s 

all me, I’ll get him over for blood tests now!” 

Tang Chengyun left in a rage. 

It didn’t take long for Housekeeper Tang to be tied up by his own young master. 

“Why don’t you cooperate with the tests?” 

“Boss Mo, Young Tang, are you two remembering wrong! I’ve already checked it! It doesn’t match!” 

Butler Tang said and held out his own bloodstained finger. 

“Impossible, how come I don’t remember anything at all?” 

Tang Chengyun looked incredulously at the cut on the butler’s finger. 

“It’s like this, it’s all my fault, I forgot to tell you two! I went to see that Hui Chun practitioner who was 

locked up in the basement yesterday, and it suddenly occurred to me that I hadn’t had time to have my 

blood tested, so I took it upon myself to check it on the spot.” 

“So that’s how it is.” 

Learning that the final Tang housekeeper also did not match the target blood type, Tang Chengyun had a 

forlorn look on his face. 

But at this moment, Lin Mo clearly sensed that this blood type was not far away nearby. 

“Housekeeper Tang, would you like to have your blood tested again on the spot, the basement is dimly 

lit, it’s possible you may have misread it at the time.” 

Lin Mo gazed at Butler Tang with ulterior motives, while he dodged his gaze, not daring to look directly 

at Lin Mo, this was clearly a lie! 

“Butler Tang, just test it once more, if it’s attached, this young man will never shorten your reward of 

100,000 maple leaf coins!” 

“Fine, then I’ll test it once more.” 

Butler Tang bit through his finger and dripped blood into the blood of Dr. Hui Chun. 

The next second, the image everyone had been waiting for came! 

Only to see that with the drop of blood, the blood of the Returning Spring Physician automatically 

bypa*sed the blood of Steward Tang! It was like a drop of oil falling on the surface of water, unable to 

meld with each other. 

“It didn’t melt together! Your blood is too good, Steward Tang! I wouldn’t have been busy for two days if 

you had come for the blood test earlier.” 

“It’s Housekeeper Tang’s blood.” Lin Mo confirmed it again. 

“That’s wonderful, I never thought my blood would be the antidote to save the clan leader, I really feel 

honoured.” 



When Steward Tang said these words, Lin Mo clearly heard a sense of reluctance. 
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Having found the opposing blood type, the next step was to start formulating the antidote. 

“Housekeeper Tang, I still need you to bleed some more blood so that I can prepare the antidote.” 

After hearing Lin Mo’s words, Tang Chengyun nonchalantly began to prepare to cut Housekeeper Tang’s 

hand. 

Butler Tang had no choice but to hold out his arm and let him do as he pleased. 

Tang Chengyun asked the soldiers to bring ten large bowls, and while letting the blood out, he felt that it 

was flowing too slowly, so he directly squeezed the blood by hand. 

As he squeezed, he asked Lin Mo: “Is that enough? Do you need to squeeze some more in another 

place?” 

Butler Tang was grimacing from the pain. 

“Bear with it, this wave of blood for 100,000 Maple Leaf Coins, it’s not a loss!” 

Hearing Tang Chengyun’s comfort, the butler only felt more pain. 

In fact, only one bowl of blood was enough, but Lin Mo didn’t let him stop until Tang Chengyun had put 

in three bowls. 

“It’s been hard on you, Butler Tang.” 

Lin Mo looked at Butler Tang, whose face was white and hair was dizzy, and revealed a small smile. 

Steward Tang staggered with difficult steps and went to rest. 

Lin Mo poured the prepared antidote for the snake wrapped around his waist into Butler Tang’s blood, 

forming a large bowl of blood-coloured thick liquid. 

“Young Tang, it will also be hard for you to apply this antidote to your father’s waist, make sure you 

finish it and don’t have any left.” 

Tang Chengyun first wrapped a towel around his mouth and nose, then took the antidote in Lin Mo’s 

hand, although it was his own father, this taste was indeed very on …… 

In no time, this bowl of sticky liquid covered Tang Yuanzheng’s waist. 

The liquid entered the body with the broken skin and was quickly absorbed away without a trace of 

residue in sight. 

Tang Chengyun noticed that his father’s breathing slowly started to become smooth! 

“When the medicinal liquid enters the five organs, it first relieves the swelling of the major organs in the 

body, the airways are opened at the same time, and breathing becomes smooth.” 



Lin Mo explained the effects of the antidote from the sidelines. 

Then the skin all over Tang Yuanzheng’s body began to molt off, layer after layer, and Tang Chengyun 

carefully uncovered the layers of dead skin, and what was exposed was actually newborn skin! 

“This medicinal solution is too spiritual too!” Tang Chengyun cast an adoring glance at Lin Mo. 

The soldiers at the side all made incredulous noises at the same time, deeply admiring Lin Mo’s medical 

skills. 

“Cough! Cough!” 

Tang Yuanzheng coughed twice at this point, and Tang Chengyun hurriedly went to hold his father’s 

hand. 

As Tang Yuanzheng slowly opened his eyes, he saw that he was actually lying in an ice coffin, and his 

hand was actually being held tightly by his son! 

Tang Yuanzheng couldn’t hold back his tears! 

“Have I reached the kingdom of heaven.” 

“Father, you’re not dead, you’re alive and well!” 

“Impossible! If I’m not dead, how could my son hold my hand?” 

“Father …… is my son did wrong before, from the time you engaged, I realized that I can’t leave you, you 

just forgive my son ……” 

Tang Yuanzheng seriously felt the temperature of Tang Chengshun’s hand, and touched his head again. 

“What a real touch! I’m really not dead! Son, you are finally willing to accept your father ……” 

Tang Yuanzheng cried again, but this time it was tears of joy. 

Tang Chengyun helped his father out of the ice coffin, and Tang Yuanzheng went from being a living 

dead man for two days, to now standing alive in front of everyone! 

“Father, it was Brother Molin who saved you once again.” 

“Aren’t you the murderer who did this to me? Why did you still save me!” 

Seeing that his father was unsure of the situation, Tang Chengyun hurriedly spoke up for Lin Mo: 

“Father, it was all a great misunderstanding! We all misjudged Brother Molin. 

The real culprit is Dr. Hui Chun and the six people who were in the hot spring with you, and they have 

already confessed! 

Brother Molin has saved your life once again!” 

Tang Yuanzheng immediately wanted to kneel down to Lin Mo to show his guilt and gratitude, but he 

was helped up by Lin Mo. 

“The patriarch has just recovered, so I will talk to you slowly about this matter later. 



After being delayed here for so long, I also need to go back to Mo’s group to take a look. Remember, be 

careful of Housekeeper Tang.” 

After Lin Mo finished speaking, he left in a hurry. 

All that was left behind were the admiring gazes of the Tang Family Chuang Yuan crowd. 
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Inside the manor house. 

Butler Tang was lying on his bed, looking weak. 

“Has the brat surnamed Mo left?” 

He mentioned Lin Mo with a murderous look in his gaze. 

b*****d! 

Not only did he ruin his plans, he also made himself bleed three large bowls of blood. 

“Back to the steward, Mo Lin Gang has already left!” 

“Shall I, my subordinate, find someone to do it to him!” 

After the personal attendant finished speaking, he made another neck-wiping gesture. 

Butler Tang’s face showed intent, but just thinking of that skill of Lin Mo, he still shook his head. 

“The matter of killing is to be put aside for now.” 

“Help me up first!” 

On the other side, Tang Chengyun and his father had just finished talking when a rush of footsteps 

sounded outside the door. 

“Family head, family head, don’t you stop me!” 

Tang Butler chided under his breath, his feet already stepping into the room. 

“Family Head, it’s great that you’re alright.” 

“It wasn’t in vain that I offered up three large bowls of blood!” 

Matching his pale face, plus a head full of cold sweat. 

The role of a loyal butler was played out by him to the fullest. 

“Humph!” 

Tang Chengyun’s face was cold as he was about to speak up, when his father Tang Yuan was secretly 

stopping him at the side. 

“Housekeeper Tang, I have already heard Yun’er talk about the blood donation!” 



“I will remember the kindness of saving my life!” 

Housekeeper Tang’s face was pleased. 

“Family head has spoken highly of you, as long as the family head is healthy and well.” 

“Not to mention a little blood, even if it takes the old servant’s life, the old servant would be willing to 

do so.” 

As he said this, he deliberately covered his mouth and coughed violently. 

If it wasn’t for Lin Mo’s reminder, the Tang family would have really believed in Housekeeper Tang’s 

acting at this point. 

The father and son looked at each other and smiled heartily. 

“Housekeeper, go and get some rest first!” 

“Our Tang family will always remember your kindness!” 

The butler was so happy that he didn’t even hear Tang Zhengyuan’s accented word “kindness”. 

Only after he had once again performed his acting skills did he leave the place with the help of his 

subordinates. 

“Dad ……” 

Tang Zhengyun didn’t wait to open his son’s mouth before explaining in a meaningful way. 

“Chengyun ah, sometimes the line has to be set long to catch the big fish.” 

“A small housekeeper, if there is no one behind him, how could he dare to its mischief to our Tang 

family!” 

“Right, give this to Mr Mo as a token of appreciation!” 

…… 

Lin Mo’s side had just stepped into the hotel with his front foot. 

The manager then rushed in with a head full of sweat. 

“Mr. Mo, you’re finally back!” 

“What’s wrong?” 

Lin Mo stopped, his eyebrows clustered. 

“Someone has come to cause trouble during my absence?” 

He was clear that Mo Lin Mo’s profits were staggering and many people were eyeing it. 

The manager wiped away the beads of sweat on his forehead and nodded with a worried face. 

“It’s the Red Scorpion’s people, who have come several times already, asking us to transfer the hotel.” 



“They’ve given a deadline today!” 

Red Scorpion? 

Lin Mo wanted to ask about the specifics of it when a ruckus came from outside the hotel. 

“f*ck you!” 

“Laozi’s men all saw your boss come back, how dare you lie to me!” 

The sound of miserable shouts followed. 

The next second, several bloodied security guards were thrown into the hall! 

And then, a group of strong men covered in green dragons and white tigers barged straight in. 

“The Red Scorpion’s men are here!” 

“Crap! We can’t stay here!” 

With the appearance of a few people, the scene was suddenly chaotic. 

Many people, even, fled the place through the side door with panic. 

The Red Scorpions had a reputation for not only being insatiable, but also cruel. 

As long as the property is targeted by them, it never ends well. 

Sometimes, even wild dogs pa*sing by are caught and given a couple of kicks. 

When the manager saw them, his legs swayed and he was filled with fear. 

“Mr Mo is them!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, the cross-faced leader on the opposite side noticed Lin Mo. 

“You’re Mo Lin, the owner of this hotel, right!” 

“Laozi, Red Scorpion Xiao Te, I heard that your hotel is making good profits.” 

“The brothers have been a bit short of cash recently and want to get some money from the brothers to 

spend!” 
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Short strides in with a toothpick in his mouth. 

The super high profit of Molin Mo’s hotel had long made his eyes water. 

Now that the boss had returned, he wanted to take the hotel no matter what he said. 

Xiao Te thought as he raised his bushel-sized palm and fell towards Lin Mo’s shoulder. 

Lin Mo dodged sideways and took a look at the fallen and unconscious security guard, his brows locked. 



“Injuring my people for no reason and wanting money?” 

“Are you guys never dead?” 

Xiao Te’s playful expression lurched. 

As the third-in-command of the Red Scorpion, he was always treated with respect wherever he went. 

How dare this kid choke me! 

“Yoo-hoo, you’re the first one in District Three who dares to talk to me like that!” 

“You’ve lived to tell the tale today!” 

Xiao Te said as he stepped in close. 

His ca*serole-sized fist slammed heavily towards Lin Mo’s doorway. 

When the surrounding people saw this, they immediately gripped their eyes. 

If they were hit by this punch. 

They would be half crippled if not killed! 

“Seeking death!” 

Lin Mo’s gaze was icy cold, and his murderous intent stood out. 

“Peng!” 

No one could see how he had struck. 

But Xiao Te had already flown backwards. 

The crisp sound of broken bones resounded through the hall. 

Without waiting for Xiao Te to hit the ground, Lin Mo followed up with a healthy step and grabbed the 

man’s hair and smashed him viciously into the ground. 

The face hit the ground! 

The marble slab was very hard. 

Just by looking at it, one could feel the pain! 

Lin Mo didn’t stop, he raised his foot and landed! 

“Ka-ching!” 

The calf broke, and the unconscious Xiao Te was directly awakened by the pain. 

The pain was so severe that it caused him to wail. 

“b*****d, stop it!” 

“Let go, Boss Xiao!” 



Xiao Te’s thugs didn’t expect Lin Mo to be such a tiger, daring to strike at Boss Xiao Te. 

And the speed of his strike was so fast that they had no time to react. 

Now that they had regained their senses, the fighters immediately grabbed their weapons! 

Lin Mo narrowed his eyes and his gaze was like ice. 

These few scum with a fighting strength of no more than five were not even qualified to give him a 

warm-up. 

“Ah!” 

“Ka-ching!” 

In just three to five seconds, more than ten of Xiao Te’s men were lying on the ground wailing in pain. 

“You …… you don’t come over!” 

Xiao Te only glanced at Yu Lin Mo before he felt like his soul was frozen. 

The piercing killing intent made Xiao Te’s heart uncontrollably fearful 

“I am the third in command of the Red Scorpions!” 

“If I die here today, you and your hotel will all be buried with me.” 

Short threatened in a stern voice. 

“Are you serious?” 

The corner of Lin Mo’s mouth curled. 

Although he didn’t know much about the Red Scorpion force, since the other party had taken the 

initiative to provoke it, he naturally wouldn’t be soft. 

Just as Lin Mo was about to make his move, the manager on the side suddenly hugged his arm. 

“Mr Mo, you can’t!” 

“We can’t afford to mess with the Red Scorpions!” 

“Especially their eldest sister, that’s the woman the Sea Wolf King has his eye on!” 

Among the ten major powers in the three districts, the Sea Wolf Temple was listed. 

And it belonged to the kind of existence that still ranked high. 

Molin Mo’s Hotel was within the jurisdiction of the Sea Wolf Temple. 

When Xiao Te saw this, he thought that his intimidation had had an effect. 

His anger rose and he shouted angrily. 

“If you kowtow to me now and admit your mistakes, you will still have a way out.” 



“Also, give me the hotel obediently!” 

Lin Mo shook his head speechlessly. 

He was such a wimp, but he was still thinking of encroaching on his own hotel, he was also the best on 

earth. 

“I see that you don’t want the other leg either!” 

After saying that, Lin Mo shook off the manager’s arm and walked forward, raising his foot and landing. 

“Ah!” 

Xiao Te screamed miserably. 

Lin Mo’s two kicks did not show any mercy, Xiao Te’s legs had been completely shattered and there was 

no hope of saving and recovering. 

“I will kill you, you are all dead!” 

Xiao Te roared. 

He knew that he was completely ruined for life. 

“Bump!” 

Lin Mo’s kick completely cut off his drumming. 

“Injure my men and ruin my business, have your principal bring compensation to your door and 

apologise!” 

“If I don’t see anyone before sunset tomorrow, I will personally come to my door” 

The originally aggressive thugs took one look at the miserable Xiao Te and immediately nodded their 

heads one after another. 

The example of a tough mouth was a living example before them. 

“Get lost!” 
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News of Mo Lin’s Mo’s Hotel’s offense to the Red Scorpion spread rapidly. 

“I’m afraid this Mo’s Hotel won’t be able to go there in the future!” 

“If it gets affected, ten lives won’t be enough for Huo Huo!” 

“It’s a pity about that half-summer wine!” 

Many people began to talk about it. 

The originally lively Molin Hotel was cold the next day. 



“General Mo, what should we do here?” 

In front of the manager, the originally lively hall now turned cold and clear. 

Even if there were people who intended to patronise it, they were quickly dissuaded by their 

companions. 

At this period, no one was willing to take their lives to spend. 

“It’s alright, after today it’s fine!” 

“Tomorrow, there will be something for you all to do.” 

Lin Mo poured his tea and returned with a smile on his face. 

He didn’t have the slightest worry about the form in front of him, on the contrary there was a hint of 

joy. 

Lin Mo had been in the third district for some time, and there was a shortage of chickens to kill for the 

waiting eyes. 

And his words not only did not rea*sure the staff. 

On the contrary, the manager’s sad face was even heavier. 

Countless precedents proved that no one who had offended the Red Scorpion had a good end. 

The bodies of those who were thrown into the sewers by the Red Scorpion had not even decomposed 

yet! 

As the manager was worried, someone suddenly came to the door. 

“Ah, Boss Maureen, hasn’t this hotel closed down yet?” 

When he looked up, he saw a big-bellied Pete, rubbing his huge belly as he slowly walked in. 

The small toad eyes looked extraordinarily comical with his fat cheeks. 

“This is cold and clear, it’s better to close early.” 

He said as he rubbed his fat buttocks and sat down straight away. 

Pete himself had a Klindu Hotel under his name. 

The rise of Mo’s hotel had seriously affected his business. 

Previously, he had been afraid of the Tang family and had not dared Mo to make a move. 

Now that he knew that Lin Mo had killed Tang Zhengyuan, plus offended the Red Scorpion. 

Piette was the first to find the door. 

Lin Mo put down his cup of tea and looked up at the other party. 

The visitor was clearly here to cause trouble! 



“Boss Pitt, if you’ve come to patronise us, we welcome you!” 

“If you’ve come to look for trouble, then please do!” 

For this kind of people, there was no need to give a good face. 

Pete propped up a handful of toadstool gla*ses and his face became ugly. 

“Just a rubbish hotel like yours, how can you deserve my patronage?” 

“Everyone’s time is precious, so I’ll be straightforward!” 

“Your hotel can’t stay open anyway, make a price, I’ll take it!” 

That condescending look was like a handout to Lin Mo. 

Lin Mo shook his head. 

“You’re afraid you’ve got it wrong!” 

“Mo’s Hotel will only get better and better, there’s no way it will be transferred!” 

He was too lazy to argue with this b*****d. 

Pete’s expression changed when he saw that he had been rejected. 

“It’s only because I’m kind-hearted that I’m thinking of acquiring this sh*tty hotel of yours.” 

“Maureen, I advise you not to give up your face!” 

“Believe it or not, I won’t need to wait for the Red Scorpion, I’ll make you disappear silently.” 

Without the shelter of the Tang family, Pete was confident that crushing Lin Mo to death would be 

easier than crushing a bug all the way. 

With a command, several bodyguards behind Pete, lifted up their jackets. 

The pistols on their waists were clearly visible. 

Pete was full of smugness. 

“Mo, tell me if it’s possible or not!” 

“Then you try! I’ll see who dares to touch my brother Maureen today!” 

Pete’s face turned fiercely gloomy when he heard the commotion behind him. 

“That one who’s not afraid of death, dare to meddle in my business!” 

With that, he commanded the fighters beside him and prepared to teach this kid who didn’t know what 

he was doing a lesson. 

However, when he saw the person coming, his arrogance instantly wilted down. 

“Uh, Young Master Tang …… Tang!” 



Tang Chengyun narrowed his eyes and smiled coldly. 

“Did you just try to get me killed?” 

Pete only felt a chill run down his back and cold sweat break out. 

“Young Master Tang is joking, I was actually speaking to this Molin just now!” 

Although his industry was not small, he was just an ant against an elephant in the face of the Tang 

Family, a huge behemoth. 
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“Oh?” 

The chill on Tang Chengyun’s face intensified. 

“You want to get my brother Mo Lin killed?” 

Brother Molin? 

A chill ran through Piet’s heart! 

Wasn’t it rumoured in the outside world that this Molin had killed Tang Zhengyuan? 

At this moment, Pitt only wanted to strangle that rumour-monger to death. 

“Young Master Tang, this is all a misunderstanding, hehehe, it’s all a misunderstanding!” 

Tang Chengyun pulled out his pistol and put one against Pete’s head. 

“Then if I shoot you dead, is that also a misunderstanding.” 

The bodyguards’ faces changed dramatically when they saw their boss being held hostage. 

Just as they were about to turn their guns around, they suddenly felt a sharp pain coming from their 

wrists. 

Without waiting for a few people to react, a cold ray of light pierced through their eyebrows. 

“Brother Molin, this ……” 

“It’s just a small skill!” 

Lin Mo modestly said, coming to Pete’s body. 

“Fatty, how much do you intend to pay to acquire our Mo’s Hotel!” 

At this moment, where did Pete still dare to be reckless. 

More than ten hitmen, without even having the chance to shoot, were dead through and through la. 

Originally, I thought I had pinched a soft persimmon, but I didn’t expect that I had indeed kicked a big 

steel plate. 



“General Mo, I was wrong, I was wrong.” 

“It’s me who got carried away with my money! Please spare my life!” 

He said and scraped himself fiercely a few times. 

His face, which was already fat and fleshy, became even rounder. 

“It’s not impossible to spare your life?” 

“Just give me your hotel!” 

Pete’s eyes glared and reluctance was written all over his face. 

It just simply wasn’t up to him at the moment. 

But as soon as he thought of the Red Scorpion, Pete immediately agreed. 

“Get lost!” 

Lin Mo flicked the transfer agreement in his hand. 

“Boss Pete, welcome to the next visit.” 

Old me light your grandmother’s legs! 

When you die, Klindu and Mo’s will still be Laozi’s! 

Pete cursed angrily in his heart and fled the Mo’s Hotel in a huff. 

“Young Tang thank you for your help!” 

Lin Mo arched his hand in acknowledgement to. 

Tang Chengyun smiled sarcastically. 

“Brother Mo is joking.” 

“With your skills, it would have ended the same whether I came or not.” 

Thinking about Lin Mo’s flying needle technique, Tang Chengyun couldn’t help but feel a pang of fear in 

his back. 

If one were to make an enemy of such a person, one really wouldn’t know how to die! 

“By the way, Brother Mo Lin, this is what my father asked me to send!” 

Tang Chengyun handed out the document bag. 

Inside was a cooperation agreement regarding the Tang family’s purchase of Half Summer Wine. 

Tang Chengyun seemed to be worried that Lin Mo was too small and added. 

“This one hundred million is the tentative purchase amount!” 

“If Brother Mo’s production can keep up, we’ll increase our purchases.” 



At these words, the manager at the side couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air. 

The turnover of the predecessor of Mo’s Hotel had not even reached 100 million in five years! 

This Tang family was surprisingly so generous, and this was only a tentative amount. 

Lin Mo was not polite either. 

“Thank the Tang Family Master on my behalf!” 

Such a large amount of purchase must have been arranged by Tang Chengyun. 

And the other party was doing this only because they were afraid of giving the money away directly and 

not accepting it themselves. 

“Brother Mo is very kind.” 

“By the way, I heard that the Red Scorpion’s people had a conflict with you?” 

“If you need our Tang family’s help in any way, Brother Mo just ask!” 

“Although the Sea Wolf Gang is powerful, our Tang Family’s face still has to be given!” 

Tang Chengyun graciously stated. 

Lin Mo shook his head and politely excused himself. 

What he needed wasn’t to settle conflicts, but to make an example of the monkeys. 

“Fine, then Brother Mo Lin, give me a call if you need anything!” 

“There’s still the old fox at home, I have to go back and keep watch, so I’ll take my leave!” 

The old fox was naturally talking about the butler. 

After exchanging pleasantries. 

Tang Chengyun left the hotel. 

Only shortly after he left, a charming silhouette slowly walked into the hotel. 

Although there were only four attendants behind her. 

But judging from their aura, they were all experts! 

As soon as the manager saw this woman, he immediately exclaimed. 

“Chief Mo, Chief Mo, that woman is here!” 

 


